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§ 1. Introduction 

Throughout this note A and B are assumed to be rings with an identity 
element, and all modules \;I,Till be assumed unitary. By a subring of A we shall 
always mean one containing the identity element of A. For any right (resp. left) 
A-module V the A-endomorphism ring of V will be denoted by EndA( VA) (resp. 
End.iA V»; we consider End A( VA) as a left operator domain of V, and [EndACl V)]O, 
the opposite ring of EndA(A V), as a right operator domain of V. 

The notion of Frobenius extensions was first introduced by F. Kasch [1], ana 
later generalized by Kasch himself [2] and by T. Nakayama and T. Tsuzuku [7]. 
In case B is a subring of A, A is said to be a Frobenius extension of B if 

( 1 ) An is finitely generated and projective, 

The purpose of this note is to establish the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. 1. If A is a Frobenius extension of B, then A is also a Frobenius 
extension of L for any subring L of A such that 

BocLcB' . 

Here B' and Bo are defined as follows: 

( 3 ) B' is the second commutator ring of An (that is, B' = [EndcCcA )] 0 

where C=Endn(An»; we consider B' as a subring of A containing B. 

( 4 ) Bo is the subring of B which is generated by the identity element of B 
and by all the elements of the forrn f(a) where aEA, fEHomnCAn, Bn). 

This paper was presented to the conference on rings and modules which was held at 
Oberwolfach in March 1968. I wish to express my thanks to Dr. B. Pareigis for reading 
my paper on my behalf at the conference. 
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In a previous paper [4] we have introduced the notion of adjoint pairs of 
functors and discussed Frobenius extensions from this point of view. Let ..11))1 

Crespo nSJJ() be the category of all left A-modules (resp. B-modules). In case S: 
..11))1-'131))1 and T: nSJJ1~'ASJJ1 are covariant additive functors, we call {5, T} a 
strongly adjoint pair of functors if S is a left adjoint of T and a right adjoint of 
T, that is, there exist natural isomorphisms 

Homn(S(X), Y)~HomA(X, T(Y», I-IomA(T(Y), X)~Homn(Y, SeX»~ 

where XE ASJJ1 and YE13SJJ1. We have proved in [4] that IS, T} is a strongly adjoint 
pair if and only if there are natural equivalences 

with an A-B-bimodule A VB satisfying conditions (5) and (6) below: 

( 5 ) A V and VB are finitely generated and projective, 

We shall say that an A-B-bimodule A VB is Frobenius if A VJ3 satisfies condi
tions (5) and (6). Then A is a Frobenius extension of B if and only if the A-B
bimodule AAB is Frobenius. 

Thus our Theorem 1. 1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 2 below. 

THEOREM 1. 2. Let A Vn be an A-B-bil1'lOdule such that A V and 1713 aTe faithful. 
If A Vn is Frobenius, then the K-L-bintodule ]{ V L is also FrobeTlius for any subring 
J( of A' and fOT any subri'l1.g L of B' such that 

AocKcA', BocLcB' . 

HeTe A', B', Ao and Bo are defined as follows CA and B are considered respectively 
as subrings of A' and B'): 

(8) B' = [EndcCc V)]O where C=Endn( Vn). 

( 9) Ao (resp. Bo) is the subring of A (resp. B) genemted by the identity 
element of A (resp. B) and by all the elements of the fonn f(v) for 
VE V, fEHomA(A V, AA) (resj). g(v) for VE V, gEHomB( Vn, Bn». 

The notion of quasi-Frobenius extensions was introduced by B. MUller [6] and 
by A. Rosenberg and S. Chase independently. 

In [4] we have defined the notion of similarity for modules as follows: an A
B-bimodule A vVn is similar to another A-B-bimodule A TiVh if each of A WJ3 and A VVh 
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is isomorphic to a direct summand of a finite direct sum of copies of the other; 
III this case we write A FVn .--...... A vV~. If we replace conditions (2) and (6) respectively 
by (2)' and (6)' below 

(2 )' 

( 6 )' 

we have the notion of quasi-Frobenius extensions and quasi-Frobenius bimodules: 
A is a quasi-Frobenius extension of its subring B if (1) and (2)' are satisfied, and 
an A-B-bimodule A VB is quasi-Frobenius if (5) and (6)1 are satisfied. The notion 
of quasi-Frobenius bimodules is related to quasi-strongly adjoint pairs of functors 
introduced in [4]. 

Correponding to Theorems 1. 1 and 1. 2 we have the following theorems. 

THEOREM 1. 3. If A is a quasi-Frobenius extension of B, then A is also a 
quasi-Frobenius extension of L for any subring L of A such that 

BocLcB' , 

where BI and Bo are the smne as described in Theorem, 1. 1. 

THEOREM 1. 4. Let A VB be an A-B-bi?nodule such that A Vand VB are faithful. 
I! A VB is quasi-F'robenius, then the K-L-bin'lOdule ]( VL is also quasi-Frobenius for any 
subring K of AI and for any subring L of BI such that 

AocKcA', BocLcB' , 

where AI, Ao, B' and Bo are the same as described in Theorem 1. 2. 

Since A is a quasi-Frobenius extension of its subring B if and only if the A
B-bimodule Ailn is quasi-Frobenius, Theorem 1. 3 is a special case of Theorem 1. 4. 

Our proofs of Theorems 1. 2 and 1. 4 are based on three theorems; one is the 
endomorphism ring theorem for adjoint pairs of functors which was established in 
our previous paper [5], and the others are theorems concerning modules which 
may be of interest by themselves. 

§ 2. Theorems on modules 

Let VB be a right B-bimodule; we set 

(10) 

Let us set further 
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(11) 

(12) WB(U, V)=U(V) for UE U, VE V. 

Then WB: BUX VlJ->lJBB is a B-bilinear form in the sense that (J)B(U, v) is additive 
with respect to UE U, VE V, and that 

(OB(bu, v)=bwn(u, v), (On(U, Vb)=U,B(U, v)b 

for bEB. Moreover, we have 

(J)lJ(UG, V)=(OnCU, GV), for GEC. 

The correspondence V'------>V(OB(U, v') for v' E V, with UE U, VE V fixed, defines a B
endomorphism of V which shall be denoted by wc(v, u); wc(v, u) is an element of 
C and we have 

(13) V(t)BCU, v') = wc(v, u)v', for U E U, V, v' E V. 

Then (/)0: 0 Vx Uc->cCc is a C-bilinear form and 

(oc(vb, u) = (!Jo(v, bu) for bEE, UE U, VE V. 

Next, let us set 

(14) nU' c=n[Homc(c VB, cC)]c, 

(15) (0' c(v, u')=u'(v), for u' E U', VE V. 

Then w' c: c Vx U' c-----}cCc is a C-bilinear form. To UE U we assign an element 
(JJ(u) of U' defined by [(JJ(u)](v)=wc(v, u), VE V; then we have 

(16) 0/ c(v, (JJ(u))=wc(v, u), for UE U, VE V. 

The map ([J: nUc-----}BU' c is a B-C-homomorphism. 
If (JJ is a B-C-isomorphism, we shall say that VB has the centralizer-dual pro

perty. 
Now, assume that VB is faithful. Then (JJ is a B-C-monomorphism as is 

proved 111 [5, § 1] and B is considered as a subring of B' where 

(17) B' = [EndcCa V)]o. 

For u' E U ' , VE V, the correspondence v' ~(O' c(v', u')v defines a C-endomorphism of 
V, which shall be denoted by W'lJ'(u', v); W' B'(U', v) is an element of B' and we 
have 
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(18) (t)'cCv', u,')V=v'w'n'(u', v), for U'EU',V,V'EV. 

The map w'n': 13 U' X 171;--"" nBn is a B-bilinear form. From (13), (16) and (18) we 
get 

(19) w'n,«(JJ(U), V)=wn(u, v), for UE U, VE V. 

In a previous paper [5] we have proved that if B' =B then Vn has the 
centralizer-d llal property. We shall now prove the follmving theorem. 

THEOREM 2. 1. Let VB be a faithful right B-nwdule which has the centralizer
dual property. Then VL has also the centralizer-dual property fOT any subring L 
of B' such that BcL, OT more generally, such that BocL and C=EndL ( VL), where 
Bo is the subring of B which is generated by the identity element of B and by all 
the elements f(v) for VE V, fEHomn( 17]1, B13)' 

Proof. Since (jJ: 13 Ue- 13 U' e is an isomorphism, from (19) it follows that 

(20) {w'n/(U', v)lu' E U', VE V} cBo• 

Let L be any subring of B' such that BocL and C=EndL(VL). Let us set 

(21) 

(22) TL(W, v)=w(v), for WE H7, VE V. 

Then TL: L TiVx V L -> );LL is an L-bilinear form. Let Te: e Vx TiVe-eCe be defll1ec1 
by TL as in (13): 

(13)' for WE TiV, v, v' E V. 

Then we define 

by [ljf(W)](V) = Te(V, w), for WE liV, VE V, and we have 

(16)' (v' c(v, 7JF(W»=Te(V, w), for WE TiV, VE V. 

(19)' w' J3,(lJf(w), V)=TL(W, v), for WE T¥, VE V. 

Let u' be any element of U'. Then the correspondence V-w'n/(U', v) defines an 
element of T¥ since w' B/(U', v)EBocL; this element shall be denoted by 7Jf '(u'). 
Then 7J/': U'-> H7 is an L-C-homomorphism and we have 

(23) w'n,(U', V)=TL(7Jf '(U'), v), for U'E U', VE V. 
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Hence by (19)' we get w' B'(U', v) =w' n,C'lfljf'(u'), v), and consequently by (15) and 
(18) we have u' =lfftJf'(u'). This shO\vs that 7jT is an epimorphism. Since 7jT is a 
monomorphism, 7jT is an L-C-isomorphism. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let Vn be a faithful Tighi B-module which is finitely gel1,erated 
and projective. If L is a sub17,ng of B' containing Bo where Bo is the ring defined 
in Theorem 2. 1, then VL is finitely generated and projective, and C=End L ( VL). 

Proof. There exist dual sets of generators {uiEnUli=l, "', n} and 
{ViE VB /i=l, "', n} of nU and Vn with respect to (Un (d. [4, § 2]); we have 

n 

V= L: ViWn(Ui, v), for VE V. 
i=l 

By (13) we have 

n 

L: We(Vi, ui)=I. 
i=l 

On the other hand, (16) shows that We(Vi, Ui)=W' e(Vi, (j)(Ui». Hence by (18) we have 

n 

(24) V= L: ViWI n,((j)(Ui), v) . 
i=l 

Since w' n,(rP(U'i), V)=(/)B(Ui, v)EBocL, (24) shows that VL is finitely generated and 
projective. 

Let cp be any L-endomorphism of V. Let us set 

n 

c= L: WI e(CP(Vi), (j)(Ui»' 
i=l 

Then we have 

Thus Theorem 2. 2 is proved. 

§ 3. Proofs of Theorems 1. 2 and 1. 4 

By investigating our proof of [5, Theorem 5. 1] we see that the following 
theorem was actually established in [5, Theorem 5. 1]. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let A VB be an A-B-bimodule such that A V and VB are finitely 
generated and projective. Let us set C=Endn(VB). Then A VB is J-?robenius (resp. 
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quasi-Frobenius) if and only if the ying-hoJn01norphism, ip: A->C, defined by 
ip(a)v=av for VE V, is Frobenius (resp. quasi-I-?robenius) and VB has the centralizer
dual property. 

Here a ring-homomorphism ip: A---->C is said to be Frobenius (resp. quasi
Frobenius) if 

( 1 ) CA is finitely generated and projective, 

In case A V is faithful, ip is the inclusion map and hence "ip is Frobenius 
(resp. quasi-Frobenius)" means" C is a Frobenius (resp. quasi-Frobenius) extension 
of A". 

Now we are in a position to prove our main theorems. 

Proofs of Theorems 1. 2 and 1. 4. Let A VB be a Frobenius (resp. quasi
Frobenius) A-B-bimodule such that A Vand VB are faithful. Let L be any subring 
of BI containing Bo. Then by Theorem 2. 2 V L is finitely generated and projec
tive, and C=EndL ( VL ) where C=EndB ( VB). According to Theorem 3.1 the right 
B-module VB has the centralizer-dual property, and hence by Theorem 2. 1 VL 

has also the centralizer-dual property. By applying Theorem 3. 1 to the A-L
bimodule A VL , it is seen that A V L is Frobenius (resp. quasi-Frobenius). If J{ is 
any subring of AI containing Ao, it is proved similarly that the J{-L-bimodule 
]{ VL is Frobenius (resp. quasi-Frobenius), since the right-left dual of Theorem 3. 1 
holds. This completes our proof of Theorems 1. 2 and 1. 4. 

§ 4. Remarks 

Let A VB be an A-B-bimodule, and let us set 

D=[EndA(A V)]o. 

Then there are ring-homomorphisms 

<p: A->C, ¢: B->D 

defined respectively by 

ip(a)v=av, v¢(b)=vb for VE V, aEA, bEE. 

We set 

E=lm ip, F=Im cp. 

Then V is an E-F-bimodule such that E V and Vp are faithful. 
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PROPOSITION 4. 1. If A VB is Frobenius (resp. quasi-Frobenius), then E Vp is also 
Frobenius Crespo quasi-F'robenius). 

Proof. We have 

On the other hand, R V is finitely generated and projective. Therefore the E-B
bimodule 10' VB is Frobenius (resp. quasi-Frobenius). By the same argument we see 
that R Vp is Frobenius Crespo quasi-Frobenius). This proves Proposition 4.1. 

In Theorems 1. 2 and 1. 4 we have assumed that A V and VB are faithful. 
For a Frobenius (resp. quasi-Frobenius) il-B-bimodule A VB for which A V and VB 
are not necessarily faithful, Theorems 1. 2 and 1. 4 can be applied to the E-F
bimodule B VF by virtue of Proposition 4. 1. 

Secondly, we give an example of a Frobenius extension il of B in which B' ~B, 
Bo~B. 

EXAMPLE 4. 2. Let K be a field and B a subalgebra of the full matrix 
algebra (K).l such that B has a K-basis consisting of 

where Cik are matrix units in (K).l. Let us set K VB= K[e1Bh. Then K VB is 
Frobenius (and B is a QF-3 algebra), and the rings B' and Bo in Theorem 1. 2 
have I{-bases {eb e2, eo, CZlJ C:llJ Co, C42, C43, C23, C32} and {er, e2+eS, C21, C3l, C41, C42, C4s}, 

and hence B'~B, Bo~B. Let us set il=(K)4=[EndJ{CJ( V)]O. Then 

4 

ilB~ ~ EB VB. 
i=l 

Hence by the left-right dual of Theorem 3.1 il is a Frobenius extension of Band 
the rings B' and Bo in Theorem 1. 1 coincides with B' and Bo described above. 

As is indicated in the above consideration, the following result obtained in 
[3, § 17] is a special case of our Theorem 1. 2 : Let B be a QF -3 algebra over a 
field K such that Be and eB are minimal faithful modules for some idempotent e 
of B. Then a subring L of B' containing Bo is also a QF-3 algebra where B' is 
the second commutator algebra of [eB]B and Bo is the subalgebra of B generated 
by the identity element of B and by the elements of BeB. 
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Finally, we note that the follo\ving characterization for the centralizer-dual 
property is obtained as a direct consequence of Theorem 2. 1 and [5, T'heorem 1. 1]. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let Vn be a faithful right B-module and B' the second commu
tator ring of VB. Then Vn has the centralizer-dual property if and only if f(V)EB 
for VE V, fEHol11B' (VB', BIB')' 
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